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‘Just in Case’
you were
wondering...
By Sara Larrabee
Staff Writer
Ninety seconds. That is
how long it takes for an elevator to go from the basement to
the top ﬂoor of an executive
building in New York City. If
you have a great idea for a
new business and happen to
ride the elevator with an investor, 90 seconds is also the
amount of time you have to
pitch your business plan and
get that investor interested in
you. Do you see where I am
going with this?
Each semester, every Business 101 team is required to
participate in the Elevator
Pitch (known as E-pitch) competition based oﬀ this exact
idea. In front of a panel of student and faculty judges, at
least one or two representatives from each team have exactly 90 seconds or less to
present their entire business
plan in a creative way. After
all teams have completed the
ﬁrst round, the top 12 teams
are selected and deliver their
pitch again. This time the
teams perform in front of a
panel of local business professionals and the other 60 teams
vying for the top spot.
Before the ﬁnal 12 teams
deliver their pitches, there is a
brief keynote speech by a
local successful entrepreneur
to inspire the teams to actually move forward in starting
their businesses and to wrap
the whole event together in
the Business 101 curriculum.
This year, the speaker was Jeremy Dubois who completed
his undergraduate work at
Boston College, but earned
his Masters of Business Administration at Bryant in
2008. His business is called
SnapGrow, a small marketing
ﬁrm focused on integrating
companies into their target
markets and is based in
Worcester, MA.
Out of the 63 teams that
competed last Wednesday
evening, the winning team
this year was “Just in Case”
led by freshmen Andrew
Bachman and Dyami Starks.
Their product is an iPhone

See ‘Just in Case’
page 3.
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Petition to President:
Bryant Center needs updating
A look into the current student rally for renovations
By Jacquelyn Ammirato
Editor-in-Chief
Google the phrase, “most
beautiful college campuses”
and read a few of the articles.
Description after description
focuses on the campus’s quad
and its student union. Bryant
does not have a quad in any
traditional sense which suggests the student union on
campus plays an important
role in the campus’s appearance and the overall quality of
campus life. Perhaps this is
why Bryant students have
begun to rally for renovations
to the Bryant Center.
The idea that such renovations are necessary has been
kicked around in the Student
Senate since last year. However, the notion has gained
widespread recognition by

The Bryant Center may be going through some serious changes in the future. (Kelsey
See Bryant Center, page 3.

Nowak)

Inaugural Bryant University Sales Competition
By Angie Evangelista
Opinion Editor
Bryant University students
and faculty are continually
striving for innovative means
to develop students’ skills
and preparedness to aid them
in the future. What better way
to accomplish this goal than
through a role play scenario
linking students and representatives from the business
world?
An integration of students
and faculty, the Sales Association (PSE) and members of
the Marketing Department,
put together an Inaugural
Sales Competition that was
held during the past two
weeks.
Students met with sales associates from Carousel Industries, the competition’s
sponsor, in 10 minute roleplay scenarios. The Carousel
representatives acted as buyers from a ﬁctitious shoe company; CityKicks meanwhile
the students played the sales
representative from Carousel
Industries.
The ﬁrst round, on October
24th, took place in four rooms

where the students and
Carousel Industry judges met.
Members of the Marketing
Department facilitated the
process. The role-plays were
recorded and posted on a
media site for corporate
judges to review remotely.
As you can imagine, the
contestants were nervous.
They were selling a product
directly to a sales representative that knows the product
inside and out, whereas they
just learned about it. The purpose of the presentation was
to build rapport, establish the
client’s needs, overcome objections, and establish a value
ﬁt between Carousel technology solution and the buyer
company.
After a challenging ﬁrst
round, six of the twenty-three
students were advanced. Yeawoma Johnson, Shaun Crimmins, Colin Heneghan,
Meredith Failla, David Zastrow and Dan Root met on
Monday night for the ﬁnal
round.
The ﬁnal round was similar to the ﬁrst. Competitors
met with CityKicks for a second 10-minute role-play sce-

nario. The sessions streamed
live to MRC4 where corporate
judges, students and interested parties could view the
competition. There were 12
judges comprised of representatives from Carousel Industries, Hubspot, ADP and
TechTarget as well as faculty
from the marketing department.
CityKicks challenged the

students with a few curve
balls to see how they would
react and adapt to diﬀerent
situations and concerns his
company had about the product being sold. The student
competitors acted professionally and incorporated memos
and visuals into the role play
to enhance the sales pitch.
All participants acted with
patience and poise, bringing

Winners of the Sales Competition. From left to right:
Shaun Crimmins (4th Place), Colin Heneghan (6th Place),
Meredith Failla (3rd Place), Yeawoma Johnson (1st Place),
David Zastrow (2nd Place), and Dan Root (5th Place). (Andriana Evangelista)

See Sales Competition, page 4.
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Location: Bryant Center, 3rd floor
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(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710
E-mail: archway@bryant.edu
www.bryantarchway.com
The Archway is printed by
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Guidelines for Comment…
We welcome your comments and submissions on editorials, articles, or topics of
importance to you. Only letters including author's name, and phone number will be
considered for publication (phone numbers will not be printed, they are for verification purposes only).
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance of being
published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print submissions exceeding 500 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
newspaper staff. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy,
clarity, and libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant University
community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu. Letters and
articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The Archway
drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication
(for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and more than likely
will be held until the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for
a price of 50 cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime. Those who violate the single copy rule may be subject to
disciplinary action.

Actuarial Association: General Meetings, Wednesdays 2:00pm, in Bryant Center 2A/2B!
The Archway: Writers’ Meetings, Mondays 4:30pm, Bryant Center Room 2A/B!
Bryant Chamber Ensemble: Open Rehearsals, Mondays 6:15pm, Interfaith Center West Room!
Bryant Players: General Meetings, Tuesdays 5:00pm, South Dining Hall
C.E.O: General meetings, Thursdays at 5:30pm in Room 2C of the Bryant Center!
Christian Fellowship: Thursdays, 7pm in the Interfaith Center West Room!
Colleges Against Cancer: Meetings, Wednesdays at 3:00pm, Bryant Center 2C!
H.E.A.L: General meetings, 3:00pm in room 2A of the Bryant center. "Come join us at Health Education
Awareness Leaders (H.E.A.L) as we discuss and participate in activities that involve responsible drinking,
safe sex, and the overall health and wellness of the student body here at Bryant."
SIFE: General Meetings, Mondays at 5:00pm in Papitto!
SPB: General Meetings, Mondays at 4:30pm, South

Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the news feed or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to
archway@bryant.edu

Department of Public Safety Log
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 1 2011-Tuesday at 01:27
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of a
female who had a head injury and was
unresponsive. EMS was activated and
the subject was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for
treatment.
FIRE ALARM (Malicious)
NOV 1 2011-Tuesday at 01:39
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received report of a ﬁre
alarm in a Residence Hall. Upon investigation it was discovered that the cause
was an expelled ﬁre extinguisher. The
act was ruled malicious and the student
was arrested by the Smithﬁeld Police
Department. University charges are
pending.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 3 2011-Thursday at 09:00
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of
student with emotional issues. EMS
was activated and the student was
transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment.
THEFT (Larceny from Building)
NOV 3 2011-Thursday at 16:00
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: DPS received a report of a
stolen copier cord from Support Services. The incident is under investigation.
ACCIDENT (MVA)
NOV 3 2011-Thursday at 17:23
Location: O&P SENIOR LOT
Summary: A student came in to dispatch to report damage to his vehicle.
The incident is under investigation.

ACCIDENT (MVA)
NOV 3 2011-Thursday at 19:20
Location: COMMUTER PARKING
Summary: DPS received a report of an
MVA in the commuter parking lot. A
driver reported he hit a parked car.
Smithﬁeld Police and DPS took reports.
VANDALISM (Residence)
NOV 4 2011-Friday at 01:15
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student reported that
while he was in the shower someone
broke his townhouse window.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
NOV 4 2011-Friday at 19:17
Location: COMMUTER PARKING LOT
Summary: DPS received a report of
vandalism to a vehicle in the commuter
parking lot. A student reported a wiper
blade and arm were broken oﬀ their vehicle. The incident is under investigation.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 4 2011-Friday at 23:48
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of an
intoxicated person. EMS was activated
and the subject who was a guest was
transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment. The subject has been banned from campus.
VANDALISM (School Building)
NOV 5 2011-Saturday at 00:25
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of
graﬃti on a room door. The incident is
under investigation.
VANDALISM (School Building)
NOV 5 2011-Saturday at 13:05
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of a
broken window on a Residence Hall

door. The incident is under investigation.
THEFT (FROM AUTO)
NOV 5 2011-Saturday at 17:37
Location: HALL 16 LOT
Summary: A student reported items
stolen from his vehicle. The incident is
under investigation.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 23:24
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an
intoxicated person. EMS was activated.
Subject was transported by Smithﬁeld
Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment.
EMT CALL
Medical Services Rendered
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 23:39
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an
intoxicated person. EMS was activated,
and the subject, who was a guest, was
transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima Hospital for treatment. The subject has been banned from campus.
ASSAULT (And/or Battery)
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 01:00
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A DPS oﬃcer was assaulted
by a student. Smithﬁeld Police were
called and the student was arrested and
charged. University charges are also
pending
VANDALISM (Residence)
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 01:42
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student reported that
someone had thrown a rock through
the glass sliding door of their townhouse. The incident is being investigated.

VANDALISM (Residence)
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 01:45
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of a
broken front window in a townhouse.
The incident is being investigated.
DRUG
(Possession of Drug Paraphernalia)
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 02:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: Drug paraphernalia was
discovered by DPS oﬃcers during a ﬁre
alarm in a Residence Hall. Charges
have been ﬁled.
SOCIAL GATHERING
(Illegal Social Gathering)
NOV 6 2011-Sunday at 01:45
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS reported an illegal social gathering in a townhouse. The
gathering was broken up, and charges
were ﬁled.
HARASSMENT
NOV 7 2011-Monday at 14:02
Location: DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: A student reported being
threatened. The incident is under investigation and charges will be ﬁled.
ASSAULT (and/or Battery)
NOV 7 2011-Monday at 17:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student came into the
DPS oﬃce to report an assault. The
subject was identiﬁed and was a guest.
They have been banned from campus.
To report a bias incident or hate crime,
go to www.bryant.edu/bias or call the
Bias Incident Hotline at x6920
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Proposed Bryant Center renovations
Continued from Page 1

Rich Hurley on the roof of
the Bryant Center. (K. Nowak)
the general population much
more recently. On October 26,
the Student Senate led by
President Yohann Shroﬀ, held
a forum open to the entire
Bryant community about the
possibility of renovations to
the Center. The forum was attended by around 45 students. In addition to hearing
from the students, Rich
Dankel, Bryant Center Operations Manager, and Rich Hurley, Associate Director Center
for Student Involvement, addressed the attendees.
The Student Senate has
also reached out to student
leaders at both the Student
Presidents Advisory Council
and Major Organizations November meetings for feedback
and suggestions for changes
to the Center.
Rich Hurley had this to say
about the possible renovations, “I am both energized
and proud of the Student Senate and the student leaders
who are voicing their passions for positive change in
the Bryant Center. Although I
ﬁrmly believe that the Bryant

Center staﬀ, both students
and professionals, strive
everyday to better the ‘living
room’ of the campus, it’s clear
that our culture and our students’ needs have changed
and that we all need to be advocating for a student union
that develops a true sense of
community here at Bryant.
The list of areas of ‘improvement’ is pretty lengthy,
but a few that would be at the
top of my list include more
comfortable lounge and study
space for our general population, a large scale
meeting/event space to keep
more programs in the BC, a
space dedicated to our clubs’
and organizations’ needs and
storage, expanded dining options for our growing population, and of course an update
on the look, furniture, and
colors of the building.”
As the movement has
gained popularity so has the
list of potential areas for improvement. Six general areas
of improvement have been
identiﬁed by current staﬀ,
Bryant Center managers, student leaders, and the general
student population: student
organization needs, building
interior, oﬃce space, exterior
of building, services, and
technology.
Student leaders have identiﬁed several potential improvements to the building to
help better suit their needs.
The ﬁrst is an increase in the
number of meeting rooms,
speciﬁcally meeting rooms

with the ability to accommodate 50 to 100 people. This
comes as both the number of
student organizations and the
number of members in each
organization continue to
grow. Student organizations
also call for more storage
space as well as more oﬃce
space, speciﬁcally suggesting
the open area of the third
ﬂoor of the Center be ﬁlled in
order to be put it to better use.
Additionally, some of the
more culturally focused clubs
have identiﬁed the need for
more rehearsal and performance space, perhaps even creating a “theatre-style room”
to be used for small concerts,
plays, lectures, etc.
In terms of the building interior, suggestions have included creating a large,
multi-use space with moveable walls and a retractable
stage. Additionally, many of
the suggestions desire the
Center to be transformed to
have a more comfortable,
lounge-type feeling. Students
also want the interior of the
building to be redesigned in
school colors with the Bryant
Arts and Culture club possibly painting murals for the
walls.
The suggestions about ofﬁce space center on the GLBT
Center, Commuter Connection, Intercultural Center, and
Center for Student Involvement. Students and staﬀ alike
have called for more space for
the GLBT Center and Commuter Connection if renova-

tions to the Bryant Center are
made. Also, with the University expressing a desire to increase the international
student population to 20 percent by 2020, the Intercultural
Center is in need of a bigger
oﬃce space. This year, the
Center for Student Involvement and Bryant Center Operations were merged into
one department. However,
currently their oﬃces are divided between the second and
third ﬂoors. Many suggestions call for these oﬃces to
be merged into one easily accessible location.
Students also feel the exterior of the building could be
improved. Students suggest
the main entrance of the
building be shifted to the side
of the building facing the
pond, with the information
desk placed near the main entrance. Also, students desire a
courtyard area be created featuring outdoor seating options.
More food options, the
post oﬃce, and the Department of Public Safety (DPS)
are the main items suggested
by students in terms of services. Students want more food
options, particularly some
kind of oﬀering that features
more ethnic food options. Students also feel it would be an
improvement to have the post
oﬃce moved to the Bryant
Center to be in proximity to
the student mailboxes. The
idea has also been raised to
move DPS into a renovated

Bryant Center. The thought
process being the move
would enable the building to
be open 24 hours a day, 7
days a week and would put
DPS at the center of campus,
allowing oﬃcers to respond
to calls more quickly.
Many technological-centered ideas have also been
raised. Students would like to
see a card swipe system be
implemented to eliminate the
need for keys to organization’s oﬃces. Others would
like to see the building
equipped with HD technology so that WJMF could be
broadcast throughout.
Student Senate has been
around campus all week encouraging students to sign a
petition rallying for renovations to the building. Yohann
Shroﬀ will bring the petition
with him when he sits down
with President Machtley on
November 14 to discuss the
potential for renovations.
Shroﬀ says the Bryant Center
should be a place to hang out.
He states, “Bryant keeps emphasizing its community, but
it really needs to do things
that allow its community to
build.”
Turn to the Students
Speak Out on page ten or
www.bryantarchway.com to
hear what students are saying about the proposed renovations.

The Douglas and Judith Krupp
Bryant, Blackstone to
put on Hunger Banquet Library seeks your input
By Tyler Smith
Contributing Writer
On November 16th, 2011,
Team Eﬃciency of John
Poirier’s Management 200
class will be hosting an
Oxfam America Hunger Banquet with the students of
Blackstone Academy Charter
School. The event will be held
at Blackstone Academy in
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Wednesday.
A typical Oxfam America
Hunger banquet is unique in
nature. As participants enter
the venue, each person receives a ticket with the words
“high income,” “middle income,” or “low income” to
designate their socioeconomic
class for the duration of the

event. Participants receive different meals according to
their respective socioeconomic class, with the “low income” group receiving just
rice, the “middle income”
group receiving rice and
water, and the “high income”
group receiving rice, soup,
bread and juice. The purpose
of segregating the groups is to
metaphorically represent the
relationship between world
hunger and wealth distribution.
All are invited to attend
the banquet, as it is an impactful way to further spread
hunger awareness. Please direct any questions regarding
the banquet to Daniela Espinosa Rodriguez or Tyler
Smith.

means that survey results can
By Mary Moroney
be used at Bryant, as well as
Director of Library Services internationally, for data
Bryant’s Douglas and Judith Krupp Library is participating in a study of university
libraries. This study, sponsored by a federal agency and
conducted by the University
of Tennessee, involves ten
other U.S. universities (Illinois, Syracuse, Pittsburgh,
etc.) and ﬁve U.K. universities. The study entails an indepth cost study (which is
completed) and surveys of
faculty, staﬀ and students.
The Bryant study is unique
among the other universities
because it includes all library
services as opposed to a speciﬁc service such as the use of
journals. However, this

driven decision-making, future library planning, and in
support of accreditation requirements. Results of all
studies will be made available
to an international audience.
Participation by students,
faculty and staﬀ is crucial to
achieving statistically valid
results due to Bryant’s small
size. Some statistical aspects
of University of Tennessee
surveys are currently being
reviewed by Bryant Mathematics faculty and cost and
survey analysis will be performed by Donald King,
Bryant Honorary Professor
and Tennessee Adjunct Professor. A report will be made

available and, perhaps a presentation and Archway articlewill be in the works.
Students may select one of
two surveys or may elect to
participate in both student
surveys.
Thanks so much for your
participation!
Check www.bryantarchway.com for links to the library surveys.

Archway Fund Performance ’Just in Case’ you were wondering
Continued from page one

Courtesy of Sarah Perlman
The Archway Investment Fund is a two- course capstone
experience allowing students to learn the ins and outs of securities analysis and portfolio management. By actively managing a portion of the Bryant University endowment, it
provides students with hands-on experience managing real
time money. Students have exposure to lectures and practical
valuations, as well as a series of guest speakers from the ﬁnancial industry.

case which features a card slot in the back to
hold up to 2 cards. Whether it is a school ID
card, credit card, driver’s license, or any
other card you might own, the team has combined the two most common items people
carry at all times – a cell phone and a wallet.
The team’s pitch was fun and energetic
because as Andrew described, “We thought
that it would be best to be likable instead of
just spewing out numbers and boring everyone…that can be done at a later meeting if
they want to hear more.” Their attitude and
their idea for a new product landed them the
top spot in this year’s competition.
As a former E-pitch winner myself, I
know how exciting and nerve racking it can

be to get up on that stage in front of professionals and your peers to deliver a memorized speech in 90 seconds. The members of
“Just in Case” not only delivered the best
pitch, they also have some great advice for
future participants. “I would tell freshman in
the future that as cliché as it is, you just need
to go out there and have fun. We decided
from day one that we were going to be fun to
watch and we went out and did just that.”
The E-pitch competition is sponsored each
semester by the Collegiate Entrepreneurs'
Organization (CEO). Their meetings are
Thursdays at 5:30 in room 2C of the Bryant
Center.
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Turner’s Thoughts Bryant Center welcomes
Allergy or intolerance;
what’s the diﬀerence?
By Debbie Turner
Dietitian
Food Allergy Basics
Did you know as many as
15 million Americans have a
food allergy, including approximately 6 million children? People can be allergic to
any food, but most people in
the United States are allergic
to milk, eggs, soy, wheat,
peanuts, tree nuts (e.g. almonds, walnuts, pecans, etc.),
ﬁsh, or shellﬁsh.
Having a food allergy is
diﬀerent for each person.
Some people are allergic to
just one food, others to many.
Some people experience mild
reactions, and others could
die without emergency medical help.
What Is Food Allergy?
Food allergy is like any
other allergy, except that a
food protein causes the allergy instead of pollen, pet
hair, or even smoke. Allergies
occur when the immune system mistakenly identiﬁes a
harmless substance (in this
case, a food) as harmful to the
body and attacks it. When the
substance enters the body, the
immune system releases
chemicals and histamines,
which cause the symptoms of
an allergic reaction.
A food-allergic reaction
can aﬀect the skin, the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, or the
respiratory system. Symptoms may include one or
more of the following: a tingling sensation in the mouth,
swelling of the tongue and the
throat, diﬃculty breathing,
hives, vomiting, abdominal
cramps, diarrhea, drop in
blood pressure, loss of consciousness, and even death.
Symptoms typically appear
anywhere from minutes to
two hours after the person
has eaten the food which he
or she is allergic to.
There is no cure for food
allergies; people who are allergic to a food must avoid
that food completely. Because
it's impossible to guess what
is in a food, someone with a
food allergy must carefully
read ingredient labels for
everything they eat.
People with food allergies
also have to beware of cross

contact. Cross contact happens when two foods mix so
that each food has a bit of
protein in it from the other.
Using one knife both for the
jelly and the peanut butter,
for instance, would cause the
jelly to have peanut protein in
it, and people with an allergy
to peanuts might have a reaction if they ate the jelly.
People who have severe reactions to a food are usually
prescribed self-injectable epinephrine. Auto-injectors of
epinephrine are called
EpiPen® or Twinject™. Quick
use of this medicine can be
lifesaving.
Food Intolerance
Food intolerances diﬀer
from a food allergy, as the immune system is not involved
when a person is intolerant to
a food. The two most common intolerances are lactose
intolerance and celiac disease.
Lactose Intolerance:Lactose
intolerance occurs when an
individual’s small intestine
does not produce enough of
the lactase enzyme. Therefore,
aﬀected individuals are not
able to digest lactose, a type
of sugar found in dairy products. The symptoms of lactose
intolerance typically occur
within 30 minutes to 2 hours
after ingesting dairy products.
Celiac Disease: An adverse
reaction to gluten is known as
celiac disease or “celiac
sprue.” This disease requires
a lifelong restriction of gluten,
which is found in wheat, rye,
barley, and some oats. These
grains and their by-products
must be strictly avoided by
people with celiac disease.
Celiac disease causes damage to the lining of the small
intestine, which prevents the
proper absorption of nutrients
in foods, primarily B-vitamins. This can cause a person
with celiac disease to become
malnourished.
Celiac disease can cause
many symptoms, including
bloating and gas, diarrhea,
constipation, headaches, itchy
skin rash, mouth sores and
migraines, to name a few.
Symptoms may vary amongst
aﬀected individuals.

Matt Kreimeier
By Courtney Ramunno
Contributing Writer

As the Bryant Center embarks upon several new
changes and additions, we are
happy to welcome one of our
newest members, Matt
Kreimeier. As an undergraduate from Arkansas Tech University and a graduate from
Southern Illinois University,
Matt has engaged in many
great experiences and opportunities that have lead to his
position as the Program Advisor and Night Manger for the
Center of Operations.
At Arkansas Tech, Matt
quickly became involved on
campus. In his ﬁrst year, he
was elected as the hall senator
and intramural coordinator
for the residential hall council. Over the next three years,
Matt became the president of
the Student Activities Board,
an RA for upperclassman living, a member of SGA (Senators at large), and the
webmaster for Students in
Free Enterprise. In reﬂecting
on his experiences, Matt recognized “an early passion for
the involvement in student affairs.”
During his ﬁrst summer at
Arkansas Tech, Matt received
an internship opportunity
through ACUHO-I the association of college and university
housing oﬃces international,
as a conference assistant at
Brown University. This was
Matt’s ﬁrst time to Rhode Island and from a total of seven
interns, ﬁve being external to
Brown, Matt excelled in organizing and preparing the
events on campus that summer.
As Matt returns to Rhode
Island in his position at
Bryant, he “enjoys being able
to easily visit Providence to
reﬂect on the experiences and
memories of his ﬁrst internship.” During the following
summer, Matt applied to
Denison University in Ohio as
a conference coordinator assistant intern.
In this position, Matt received the opportunity to hire
his own assisting student staﬀ
and work with the coordinat-

ing advisor on event planning
and conference setup.
Matt continued in his education to earn a master’s degree at Southern Illinois
University. Similar to his undergraduate experiences,
Matt quickly got involved and
became the graduate advisor
for the Student Programming
Board with opportunities to
advise several diﬀerent areas,
those including ﬁlm, TV,
events, and comedy.
At the end of his ﬁrst year,
Matt took an internship as a
member of the ACUI Regional
Leadership Team in Region 9.
During this experience, Matt
worked with the student center operations, building managers, setup assistants,
tech-crew, and scheduling
staﬀ. When asked about his
desire to work with students
Matt noted, “I love being able
to watch students grow and
develop. Watching a student
change over the course of four
years is both exciting and rewarding.”
Matt has certainly brought
this passion and excitement to
the Bryant community. Upon
graduating from Southern Illinois, Matt temporarily volunteered back at Denison where
he eagerly took on the challenging of assisting the staﬀ
with new building construction and intern training. With
the opportunity to travel back
to Rhode Island, Matt applied
at Bryant with the hope and
desire, “that things would really work out with this one”.
As the Program Advisor
and Night Manager, Matt is
actively involved with the
Center for Student Involvement and Operations staﬀ.
He co-advises the Commuter
Connection, advises Bryant at
Night, and works closely in
developing the Student Managers.
In just three months, Matt
has already taken initiatives
in organizing homecoming
and executing successful
Bryant at Night events each
weekend. Being at Bryant has
given Matt the opportunity
“to get involved in both programming and operations.

(Courtney Ramunno)

Matt notes, “Bryant allows me
to develop my greatest passions. I love programming
and like operations and facilities. I wanted to ﬁnd a position to do both. Bryant has
given me that opportunity”.
When I asked Matt what he
likes most about working in
student aﬀairs and becoming
part of the Bryant Center
team, he laughed, “because
the variety of the job keeps
me young.” Matt enjoys the
constant rotation and reaction
to student aﬀairs since, “no
one day is like the other, the
job keeps you going, allows
you to see new faces, and always seems to change.”
Through his position at
Bryant, Matt hopes to “gain
more supervisory skills, more
operation and programming
training, leadership, and the
opportunity to teach an FFL
class! Matt has excellent experience and the ability to
learn and execute his ideas
quickly in a fast-paced environment.
Matt feels very passionate
about his current implementation of the Bryant Center
van policy, allowing the system to become fair, organized,
and compliant with state and
university laws. This accomplishment is merely a preview
of the many more he will
achieve at Bryant!
In his spare time, he loves
to go shopping, hang with his
friends, and do outdoor activities. Matt has far exceeded
our expectations thus far and
we are very excited and eager
to welcome him to the Bryant
Center team!

Inaugural Sales Competition at Bryant
Continued from page one
CityKicks back to the focus of
the meeting when conversation took a tangent. Their goal
was to close the sale by scheduling an additional meeting in
order to bring in their engineer and demonstrate the
product.
The event closed with a
networking reception open to
the student body. At the end
of the reception the winners
were announced: 1st Place Yeawoma Johnson ’13, 2nd
Place - David Zastrow ’12, 3rd
Place - Meredith Failla ’12, 4th
Place - Sean Crimmins, 5th

Place - Dan Root ‘12, and 6th
place - Colin Heneghan.
First and second place
were awarded an all expense
paid trip to Georgia to compete in the National Collegiate Sales Competition in
March. First through ﬁfth received cash prizes, and the
other 4 ﬁnalists will have the
opportunity to attend the
sales competition with Johnson and Zastrow in March.
The National Collegiate
Sales Competition is the
largest college level sales
competition in the United

States. Students who win the
competition are awarded
thousands of dollars in cash
and prizes, not to mention at
least 30 job oﬀers. Each school
can send two students to
Georgia to compete, but
Bryant hopes to send down a
team of students to capitalize
on the opportunity and support the student competitors.
The Marketing Department hopes to create a Sales
Institute on campus to attract
more companies to hire
Bryant students as well as
provide research opportuni-

ties to faculty so Bryant can
provide the proper resources
and tools to their students to
help them in the future. They
began a year ago by enrolling
students in the National Collegiate Sales Competition in
2010 and have come a long
way since and continue to develop.
“If we can equip students
to hit the ground running and
decrease ramp up time, they
will secure the best jobs from
the top companies,” said Stefanie Boyer, Assistant Marketing Professor and Sales

Competition facilitator. The
program welcomes all students—even if a student isn’t
pursuing a career in sales,
they also have the opportunity to learn to sell themselves—which is a useful tool
in any profession.
For any student that has an
interest in sales or marketing,
Bryant’s Sales Competition is
the perfect opportunity to
gain experience with sales as
well as an opportunity to network with employers. The
Marketing Department is excited to start this program.
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Meet The Archway Editorial Board
Name: Meredith Failla
Position: Copy Editor
Class: 2012
Hometown: Williston Park,
NY
Concentration: Marketing &
Applied Statistics
Fun facts:
• I will be 20 years old when
I graduate from Bryant
• I have Jimmy Eat World
lyrics tattooed on my left
foot
• I have been roommates
with The Archway’s Editor in
Chief Jackie Ammirato
throughout my entire time at

Bryant
• My team just won second place in the Target Case
Competition!
I just joined The Archway
staﬀ this year when I realized how much fun Jackie
was having putting the
paper together each week.
In addition to the newspaper, I’m the VP of the
Bryant Christian Fellowship,
a member of the Marketing
Association, and I work in
Faculty Suite K (the one in
Koﬄer).

Tupper’s Tidbits
Top ﬁve things on
my bucket list
By Ironclad Tupper I

Check back next week to
meet another member of
The Archway Staﬀ.

Upcoming events at Stadium
Theatre of Woonsocket
By Sidra Ethier
Contributing Writer
Stadium Theatre of
Woonsocket has a number of
events in store for the month
of November. The theatre not
only provides aﬀordable,
quality entertainment, to
those in its surrounding communities, but has also become a launch pad for
regional artists.
On Friday, November 11
the theatre will feature
“Amazing Hero Art,” in
which ﬂying paint will transform into gigantic murals
with dramatic lighting and
music. Tickets are $16 and
the show will begin at 7:30
p.m. The following night at

8:00 p.m., the Stadium will
showcase “Neil Diamond
Tribute ‘Simply Diamond.’”
The theatre brags that this is
‘the most musically authentic
re-creation of this classic
artist’ with tickets ranging
from $21-$31. On Wednesday, November 16 Stadium
Theatre will host a “Coﬀee
Concert” at which coﬀee and
pastry will be provided for
only $8 per ticket. For those
who are fans of the legendary ‘Alive and Destroyer’
1976 tours the theatre will be
hosting a “Klassik Kiss: A
Tribute” night on November
18th. The show will begin at
8:00 p.m. and tickets cost
$21-$26.

The following night Stadium Theatre will be showcasing the best singers,
dancers, acrobats, and impersonators of Rhode Island.
The “Rhode Island’s Got Talent” show will begin at 7:00
p.m. and tickets range from
$20-$25. The theatre will also
kick oﬀ the holiday season
with a showing of “Twas the
Night Before Christmas” on
Sunday, November 20. The
show begins at 2:00 p.m. and
tickets are $7.
Other performances in
November will include the
“Ocean State Holiday Pops”
and “Stadium Theatre
Christmas.”

The Greek Corner
Expansion of the Greeks
By Justin Brown
Contributing Writer
Bryant University Greek Life is expanding! This summer Bryant’s Panhellenic executive board sent out an application to
twenty-seven national sororities. Then three
national sororities, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Kappa Delta, and Delta Phi Epsilon, visited
Bryant and made presentations about how
they would ﬁt into Bryant Greek Life. They
each met with Greek leadership, the extension committee, the Department of Public
Safety, and gave a presentation to the public. They were also able to tour our beautiful
campus. The extension committee and

Greek Life decided to choose the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority to join Greek Life.
Alpha Omicron Pi has plans to start interviewing for new members after the sorority
formal recruitment period ends in the
spring semester. Team AOPi, which consists
of Greek members, will be advertising and
supporting the new colony coming to
Bryant. Greek Leadership would like to give
a special thank you to the extension committee including: Nicole Hamilton, Vince
Ciampolillo, Dean Sloss, and Rich Hurley.

Bryant inducts new Omicron
Delta Kappa members

How about now? Can I have the ball now, Mommy? (Christina
Senecal)

This is my absolute favorite time of year. I know
what you’re thinking: It must
be that visions of plump, juicy
turkeys are stirring in
Tuppy’s head. But that’s not it
AT ALL! No, what I love most
about November is that requests for my adora-bull face
come in like a tidal wave of
guidos and guidettes at Seaside Heights during Memorial
Day weekend.
But it’s also bittersweet because we’re getting close to
the end of the fall
semester…the LAST fall semester for the Class of 2012.
So I’m about to dig deep into
my emotions, as so many seniors do, to provide you with
my article for this week.
There are items on my “todo” list that you all know
about, such as meet my gf,
Wosebud, in person, have a
pawty with all my Twitter
anipals, gather as many
friends as possible on Facebook and Twitter, and experience TNR with my human
pals. But I present to you the
“Top Five Things on My
Bucket List”:
5. Ride Mommy Tina’s
Harley. Now, I’m already a
pretty cool dude…imagine if I
was “in the wind” wearing
my leathers? I’d be irresistible
to the ladies, fo’ shizzle.
(Don’t swoon, Wosebud!)
4. Go to an all-you-can-eat
buﬀet. The Mommies tell me
that dogs aren’t allowed, but
I’m not sure I believe them.
Besides, there’s one of sorts
on campus lawn…those geese
leave good snacks behind (get

it, BEHIND??). Anywho, I’d
still like a buﬀet with a little
more variety than the one
item.
3. Be featured in an LMFAO
video. Those dudes look like
they’d be fun to hang around!
And, I AM “Secksay and I
Know It,” so it only makes
sense. Mommy says they
were here on campus for
Spring Weekend, but I was
too young to go.
2. Go on a treasure hunt. I’m
looking for one prize in particular, though.
My…err…dangly things. I
lost them one day when I was
about six months old. I went
into my doctor’s oﬃce, fell
asleep, and when I woke up,
POOF! They were GONE! I
wanted to put up “Lost” ﬂyers, but the Mommies wouldn’t let me.
And speaking of balls,
what is the Number One
thing I’d like to do before I
kick the bucket?
1. Be a “ball boy” at a sporting event. Volleyball, basketball, tennis ball, WHATEVER!
I am mesmerized by the
bouncing ball…I want to
pounce on it, I MUST DESTROY! Oh, what fun I would
have! Do you think the Celtics
have an opening?
There you have it, folks. If
you know how I can make
any of this happen, get at me
(@BryantTuppy on Twitter or
facebook.com/BulldogTupper). ’Til next time…WOOF!

By Joelle Sopariwala
Contributing Writer
This past Sunday, November 6th, Omicron Delta Kappa held its ﬁrst annual Pinning Ceremony to induct the new 21 junior
and 12 senior members that will be joining
the 16 current senior members who make
up Bryant’s ODK Circle. ODK is a national
leadership honor society that focuses on
scholarship, leadership, and exemplary
character in which more than 300,000 members participate.
Qualifying juniors and seniors must fall
within the top 35% of their class, be in good
judicial standing with the University, and
exhibit leadership in one of the ﬁve major
phases of campus life: scholarship; athletics;
campus or community service, social or religious activities, or campus government;

journalism, speech, or the mass media; or
creative and performing arts.
The ODK inductees pledged on Sunday
to commit to a year of service to the society
before being oﬃcially inducted in April
2012 after completing a rigorous application
process. The ceremony was followed by a
teambuilding session facilitated by Bryant’s
own Daphney Joseph in which the inductees were able to share both their experiences at Bryant and personal growth prior
to coming to campus in order to break
down barriers and better get to know one
another on a personal level. As a result,
members will be able to better come together to develop their leadership skills and
serve the Bryant community.

THE ARCHWAY
WANTS YOU!
Come join us for our meetings on
Mondays at 4:30pm in Room
2A/B of the Bryant Center!
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Apocalyptic times for MF Global
By Nicholas Calabro
Staﬀ Writer
It was foreseeable that the debt crisis in Europe would have ramiﬁcations around the world. And now the
eﬀect has made its way to the United
States, where it experienced the seventh largest bankruptcy in its corporate history. This was the bankruptcy
of MF Global.
The reason this is related to Europe’s debt crisis is that the chairman
and chief executive, Jon Corzine, had
to step down because of his bets on
European debt. According to Firstpost, the announcement came hours
before “conﬂicting reports surfaced
about the whereabouts of $633 million
of missing consumer money.” The announcement was also four days after

MF Global ﬁled for bankruptcy protection, according to a company
spokeswoman.
On that same day, JP Morgan released a statement saying, “the accounts and their balances have been
and continue to be wholly transparent
to MF Global and the recently appointed brokerage trustee.”
Jon Corzine had joined MF Global
in March of 2010, after some time at
Goldman Sachs. He was also a former
governor of New Jersey and represented the state in the U.S. Senate.
The fall began when MF Global’s 6.3
billion dollar bet on European debt
went public. According to Firstpost,
this is when “counterparties and investors headed for the exits.”
Then, things got worse when MF
Global posted some quarterly losses

that exceeded its expectations, and
major credit rating agencies downgraded it to “junk status.”
There have been plans for an MF
Global inquiry from the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission, but its
chairman Gary Gensler, seems reluctant to participate. “I don’t know if
there is an oﬃcial recusal but he’s said
he’s not going to participate in the
MFG inquiry. He’s done with it,” said
a source from meetings about MF
Global according to Firstpost. The
reason was to avoid a conﬂict of interest. So far, there is no charge of
wrongdoing.
Jon Corzine also said that he intended to “continue to assist the company and its board in their eﬀorts to
respond to regulatory inquiries and
issues related to the disposition of the

Graph of the week:
Our world through numbers
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor
The business of college football is a taboo topic that is kept quiet throughout college campuses across the country. The blood, sweat, and tears of players, who work unfathomably
hard for their coaches, yield massive ﬁnancial rewards for larger universities.
Take for instance, this past Saturday LSU played Alabama in what was coined ‘The Game
of the Century’ by ESPN. Over 150,000 fans ﬁlled Tuscaloosa stimulating the local economy
with $25M in revenues for that night alone. Last year, the Alabama football program pulled
in $54M in revenue, $34M of which was pure proﬁt. The entire Alabama Crimson athletic department has ﬁnanced 77 percent of its budget through the earnings of the football program.
The proﬁt of the 68 teams that play in the six major conferences was up 11 percent last year
from the 2009 season. On average each team in these six conferences posted earnings of
$15.8M in 2009. Combined, these schools had a proﬁt margin of 49% according to CNN
Money.
Here are the proﬁts for the top 5 earners in NCAA football according to CNN Money:
- Texas produced revenues of $93.9M and proﬁts of $68.8M
- Georgia produced revenues of $70.8M and proﬁts of $52.5M
- Penn State produced revenues of $70.2M and proﬁts of $50.4M
- Michigan produced revenues of $63.1M and proﬁts of $44.8M
- Florida produced revenues of $768.7M and proﬁts of $44.2M
D1-A college football produced $1.1B in proﬁts during the 2009-2010 school year. The industry has seen a 25 percent growth over the past four years due to larger TV deals. Below is
a a chart of the proﬁts each of the six major conferences have seen in the past year.

ﬁrm’s assets.” To defend them in
court, if it comes to that, Corzine has
hired white-collar lawyer Andrew
Levander. According to Barry Pollack, who is a partner at the law ﬁrm
Miller & Chevalier, “ if you’re no
longer with the company, it gives you
freedom to respond from the perspective of solely protecting your own interest.”
The FBI however is rather attracted
to questions about the integrity of MF
Global client accounts. According to
Columbia University Professor, “to
the extent there were diversions of
funds in segregated accounts, or funds
that were lost, it would certainly violate regulatory rules and perhaps even
rise to the level of securities fraud. We
just don’t know the facts.”

Prof. Roberto Blogspot:

Strategy by Rule of
Thumb
By Professor Michael Roberto D.B.A
Faculty Contributor
UNC's Christopher Bingham and Stanford's Kathy Eisenhardt have produced some fascinating new research on entrepreneurial ﬁrms make decisions in turbulent environments
(building on a long stream of excellent research Kathy has done
in this area). These scholars found that the more successful
ﬁrms frequently rely on heuristics – simple rules of thumb (example: for international expansion, enter English-speaking
countries ﬁrst). These heuristics become more cognitively sophisticated as managers gain experience and the ﬁrm grows.
Moreover, managers learn how to eliminate some rules of
thumb over time, as they recognize the limitations or ﬂaws of
certain heuristics. Bingham and Eisenhardt argue that such
simple rules of thumb help guide organizational action more effectively than complex processes and procedures.
Interestingly, this work seems to stand in stark contrast to
the psychological research on cognitive biases. That stream of
research suggests that many heuristics can be problematic.
They can lead to highly ﬂawed decisions. Bingham explains
the dichotomy between his work and most of the studies conducted by cognitive psychologists (excerpt from UNC business
school's research insights magazine):
He argues that psychologists reached this conclusion by testing people in lab settings and asked binary choice questions
that have a deﬁnitive correct answer, such as: Which German
city has the higher population, Munich or Dusseldorf? Psychologists say that people often base their answer on the city that is
most familiar to them, creating a heuristic of answering what
ﬁrst comes to mind, which might not lead to the correct answer.
“Yet in real life, strategists rarely face such clear-cut situations,”
Bingham said. Lab studies often stack the deck against heuristics by putting people in unrealistic situations. But by viewing
heuristics in the context of the unpredictable environments in
which ﬁrms compete, Bingham argued that heuristics can be rational and even optimal strategy.

Biz Snipz: the current happenings of the business world
By Jacquelyn Ammirato
Editor in Chief
•Jeﬀerson County, Alabama
ﬁled the biggest municipal
bankruptcy in the United
States. Alabama’s most populous county ﬁled Chapter 9
bankruptcy after elected oﬃcials and investors failed to
reach an agreement to reﬁnance $3.1 billion in sewer
bonds. Jeﬀerson County is the
12th entity to ﬁle Chapter 9
bankruptcy this year.

•Cisco, the world’s largest
maker of networking equipment released its ﬁrst ﬁscal
quarter earnings, reporting
both proﬁt and sales numbers
that exceeded the expectations of analysts. The Company is beneﬁting from
increased demand for its
cloud services. In response to
slow decision making, Chief
Executive Oﬃcer John Chambers is eliminating jobs, scaling back operating expenses
and revamping its manage-

ment structure. Cisco’s stock
rose 64 cents to $18.25 in late
trading after the release of the
report.
•Fears about the likelihood of
a resolution to Europe’s debt
crisis The Dow Jones Industrial dropped 389.24 points on
Wednesday, the sixth biggest
drop of the year. The losses
came as Italian governmentbond yields soared to the
highest levels since the inception of the euro.

•Dippin’ Dots, manufacturer
of colorful ice cream beads,
ﬁled for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The Company owes
$12 million, the majority of it
to Regions Financial Corporation who moved to foreclose
on the loan this week. Dippin’
Dots woes came as sales fell
and the company faced an expensive legal battle over
whether the company’s
founder, Curt Jones ﬁled the
correct patents for the company’s freezing process.

www.bryantarchway.com

•During the worst quarter for
stocks since the ﬁnancial crisis
began, Warren Buﬀett’s Berkshire Hathway Inc. spent
more than $20 billion on
stocks. According to CNN,
the company’s investment
spree included $8.7 billion in
specialty chemical company
Lubrizol Corporation, $6.9
billion in United States stocks,
and $5 billion in Bank of
America.
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A great Bulldog honored: John
Sjogren inducted to NE-10 HoF
By Tom Hansen
Sports Editor
On Saturday, November 12
nine former student-athletes
of the NE-10, Bryant’s former
athletic conference, will be inducted into its Hall of Fame.
This annual honor is awarded
to athletes who were standouts in their respective sport
as well as in their school and
community.
While all of these former
athletes are deserving of their
awards, none should be more
celebrated here at Bryant than
alumni, former player, and
Head Baseball Coach John
Sjogren. John was a long-time
staple of the Bryant community, being a graduate of the
class of 1988 after a campaign
in his freshman year to take
home the National Championship for Florida Southern in
1985.
During his time on the
ﬁeld at Bryant, Sjogren was a
standout. In a three year campaign with the Bulldogs he
ﬁnished with a career .370
batting average and led the
league in home runs during
his senior year.
While athletics is something that Sjogren clearly excels in, he is far from a person
who is to be considered a
“slacker” in the academic
world. After receiving his
diploma from Bryant in 1988
he went on to earn a master’s
degree at Rhode Island College and his eventual doctor-

ate from Boston University.
While numbers alone indicate his strong legacy at
Bryant, it is his coaching
tenure that separates him
from the rest. Sjogren
coached a full 15 seasons here
at Bryant spanning from 1991
to 2005. During his time here
John posted a record of 360
wins, 305 losses, and 1 draw.
This campaign puts Sjogren as
the all-time winnningest
coach in Bryant history.
In terms of his postseason
success Sjogren and his teams
were regulars in the NE-10
play oﬀ mix. Making NCAA
tournament appearances in
1998, 2000, and 2002 under
Coach Sjogren, the team enjoyed a great deal of success
with him at the helm.
While his tenure is certainly impressive, his greatest
run came in his 2004 campaign as head coach. The
team posted a 40-16 record
and went on to win the
Northeast Regional Challenge
and competed in the College
World Series. This was a season for the record books as 40
wins was, and still is, the most
in school history. It will forever be remembered as one of
Bryant’s most successful seasons for any sport.
However, just over a year
later Bulldog Nation was saddened to hear that John was
taking an equal position at
Rollins College in Winter
Park, Florida. He has brought
his success down South, posting a 153-124-1 record since

Sports Shorts:
The world of sports
at a glance
By Jacquelyn Ammirato
Editor in Chief
•The Cincinnati Bengals
are currently in ﬁrst place in
the AFC North. Yes, the
Cincinnati Bengals.
•This week, the sex scandal at Penn State snowballed
to crazy proportions. Jerry
Sandusky, a former Penn
State defensive coordinator,
has been accused of sexually
abusing eight boys over a ﬁfteen year period. The Sandusky scandal has led to the
demise of head football coach,
Joe Paterno. Paterno is in his
46th season at the helm of the
Nittany Lions and has more
wins than any other college
coach in history. Paterno announced on Wednesday that
he will be retiring at the end
of the season.
•Smokin’ Joe Frazier, 67,
passed away this week after a
short battle with liver cancer.
Frazier was an Olympic and
Undisputed World Heavy-

weight boxing champion in
the 1960s and 1970s. Frazier’s
career is always closely associated with Muhammad Ali’s
because of their three epic
ﬁghts including the 1974,
“Rumble in the Jungle.”
•On Tuesday, NBA players once again rejected the
deal on the table to end the
lockout and save the NBA’s
season. Players’ association
president, Derek Fisher, said,
“The current deal on the table
from the NBA is one that we
cannot accept.”
•Eli Manning led the NY
Giants down the ﬁeld to complete a come from behind victory over the New England
Patriots. The Giants victory
snapped the Patriots quarterback Tom Brady’s streak of 31
consecutive victories at home.
As a result of his performance
during the game, the Patriots
ended their Albert
Haynesworth experiment, releasing him after he played in
only six games.

joining the team. John’s innate ability to instill perseverance and a winning attitude
in his players is evident in his
successes at both Rollins and
here at Bryant.
This sense of perseverance
is not only present in Sjogren’s players, but in himself
as well. His ability to handle
challenges and thrive oﬀ of
them is evident in his athletic
and coaching careers as well
as in his life outside of the diamond. John was recently diagnosed with cancer and has
been dealing with it amidst
juggling his coaching career.
A feat such as this is worthy
of a Hall of Fame bid,
notwithstanding his stellar
coaching career.
Though he is no longer
coaching at Bryant, Sjogren’s
winning attitude is still evident in the baseball program
as they transition into a full
Division I schedule. The team
posted a 30-23 record with
wins over major schools including Virginia Tech and
Harvard.
Having had the pleasure of
meeting Dr. Sjogren I can say
that he is a ﬁrst class individual with an outstanding sense
of humor. We spoke over a
round of golf and he was a
major inﬂuence in my joining
the Bryant community. Besides speaking on behalf of
his character, I can also say
that both of us should not
consider joining the PGA
Tour anytime soon.
Dr. Sjogren will be hon-

Sjogren’s campaign as a head coach was impressive, winning four conference titles. (Bryant Athletics)
ored at the halftime of this
Saturday’s Hall of Fame football game against St Francis.
His contributions and dedication to this campus are evident, and support from
Bulldog Nation will certainly
mean more than any record

he has achieved during his
tenure. Should you have the
time to do so, make an eﬀort
to attend the ceremony as it is
a special day for both John
and Bryant University alike.

Bryant University
Intramural Athlete
of the Week
Dylan Smith
Sport: Wiﬄeball
Earning the BUIAOTW honor this week is
sophomore sensation Dylan Smith. Dylan
went on a tear last week at the plate batting
.625 with three doubles, two triples, four long
balls and a bevy of base knocks. Dylan’s
straight line speed in the outﬁeld also allows
him to provide ample support for his squad
on defense. However, the most crucial aspect
of Dylan’s game is his ability to boost his
team’s morale, which trumps all athletic talents in the eyes of the Archway Sports Staﬀ.
Know an athlete that you want to nominate for the B.U.I.A.O.T.W.? Send all
nominations and comments to archway@bryant.edu

Do you know your sports?
Great.
Meetings @ 4:30pm
Room 2A of the Bryant Center
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A look into the NFL season so far
By Patrick George
Contributing Writer
About four months ago,
this article may not have even
existed. Thankfully, the NFL
Players’ Association and owners reached an agreement to
have a season, and what a
season it has been so far.
There have been many surprises regarding teams that
have stepped up in winning
fashion after suﬀering years
of going nowhere.
Also, there are a few tight
situations in the standings
that are sure to unfold soon.
This article features the
biggest shockers, the winners
and losers, my personal midseason awards, and predictions for the second half of the
season as well as for the playoﬀs.
The Cincinnati Bengals,
who are 6-2, lead the AFC
North and hold ﬁrst place in
the AFC. It’s not a joke, check
it out. The team that once
failed to win with Carson
Palmer, Terrell Owens, and
Chad Ochocinco is playing
like a totally diﬀerent team.
With draft picks Andy Dalton and A.J. Green, their offense is intimidating. Their
defense has allowed the 4th
fewest points and total yards.
They have yet to play the
Ravens and the Steelers this
season, but that will be the ultimate test for the red hot
Bengals.
Speaking of draft picks,
Cam Newton has proven all
his doubters wrong as he has
put up the most shocking performance this year. Although
the Panthers are 2-6, their
losses should not be attributed to Newton. He is sixth in
the league in passing yards
and has been the most exciting player this season with his
dual threat ability on the
ground and in the air.
He has over 2,700 total
yards and 18 total touchdowns exceeding his eleven
turnovers. Cam Newton can
only get better with time, especially if Carolina can draft
and build a defense and offensive line around him.
In addition to these shockers, the Buﬀalo Bills are 5-3,
the Lions are 6-2, and the
49ers are 7-1. If anyone would
have told me that the Bills
and Lions would be in the
playoﬀ picture now I would
have laughed and repeated
the “joke” to my friends and
my barber. Each of these
teams has something or
“someone” in common. They
each have great playmakers.
The Bills have Fred Jackson
(having his best season), the
Lions have Calvin Johnson
(the Transformer), and the
49ers have Frank Gore (I can’t
believe he’s still healthy).
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The 49ers have something
the other teams don’t which is
a stellar defense. The 49ers are
ﬁrst in the NFL in fewest
points allowed per game,
14.8. Give credit where credit
is due, Jim Haurbaugh is the
main reason for the success of
San Francisco, not to mention
they locked up their division
seeing how the second place
team in the AFC West is 2-6.
“Just win, baby, win” is
what the Raiders needed for
motivation. Al Davis will
never be forgotten in the history of football. The Raiders
are 4-4 but have played more
consistent and better football
than anyone in their division.
When McFadden comes back
look for them to take the division.
One team, and I mean one
team, that has “just win”
etched in its players’ heads is
the Packers. They are undefeated right now and Aaron
Rogers is putting up Madden
numbers each week. Speaking
of NFL Madden terms, their
schedule is on the pro level
for the rest of the year. They
do play the Giants in New
York, the Lions twice, and the
Bears once more but the rest
of their season seems guaranteed. If Mr. Rogers continues
to play the way he has been
and the defense plays less selectively, the Packers have a
good chance at being undefeated this season.
Another big winner this
season is the New York GMen but their schedule, back
to video game terms, is on the
All-Madden Level. They still
have to play at San Francisco,
at the New Orleans Super
Dome, at their New York
neighbors, and they have to
play the Cowboys twice. The
Giants are playing good defense when fully healthy and
Eli Manning is having his best
season.
As long as Tony Romo
stays ﬂustered in the fourth
quarter and the Eagles continue their inconsistent play,
the Giants should claim their
division and go far in the
playoﬀs. In addition to the Giants, Packers, and 49ers, the
Ravens are another hot team
in theNFL right now. The
Ravens swept their rival Steelers and stand as the second
best defense in the league. In
addition to that, they average
the 7th most points in the
league.
Like any season, there are
close margins within the division and conference standings
that drag out until the end.
Right now there is a threeway tie for the AFC East. The
Patriots, Bills, and Jets are all
5-3 with a 2-1 division record.
The Patriots and Jets play this
Sunday night during which
every fan of both teams
should be thinking “Can’t
wait!”

The Ravens and Bengals
are 6-2 and the Steelers are
right behind at 6-3. Right
now, all three teams would be
in the playoﬀs.
The Texans had a bye week
and should feel comfortable
with a 2 game lead in their division. The NFC East division,
as always, will come down to
the end unless Wild Card
spots are clinched because it
looks like the Cowboys and
the Eagles will reach 9-7 at
best. This is not enough to go
to the playoﬀs, especially now
with the Lions and the race in

Biggest Disappointment:
Philadelphia Eagles
Michael Vick is still showing signs of last year but his
oﬀensive line is not. Their defensive additions in the oﬀseason haven’t been as
“dreamy” as they claimed to
be. Their defense allows
about 119 rushing yards per
game, but they have stepped
up during the past couple
weeks. They still have a
chance to make the playoﬀs
but it seems bleaker as the top
dogs in the NFC keep winning. Lesean McCoy has been

Cam Newton has been outstanding in his rookie campaign.
(MCT Campus)

the NFC South.
The Saints are 6-3 but they
have to play Atlanta next. The
Buccaneers are still there too;
don’t forget that they have a
win over the Saints and the
Falcons.
Finally, the mid-season
awards are here as well as my
Super Bowl predictions. There
is still plenty of football left
and opinions will be thrown
left and right between football
fans, but here is what I have
to oﬀer.
Best Team: Green Bay Packers
They are undefeated with a
good defense and the best offense this year. Aaron Rogers,
better than anyone this season, should surely win the
MVP award barring an injury.
The next thing you know,
Aaron Rogers will be in
Wrangler Jeans commercials
only with more rings and less
grey hair.

and will continue to be a signiﬁcant factor in games.
Best Playmaker: Calvin Johnson,
Have you seen his touchdown catches? He has 11
touchdown receptions in 8
games and appears to be the
best athlete in the NFL. There
seems to be no coverage that
can stop this man whether it’s
double, triple, or Revis. If you
saw what he did against the
Cowboys, you will agree with
me on this guy. Randy Moss
has unknowingly passed the
torch. If he’s Megatron, I
would love to see Optimus
Prime.
Best Rookie: Cam
Newton/Andy Dalton
Cam has been more impressive through his playmaking ability but Dalton is
the one winning games. Without a doubt, Newton has less
talent surrounding him on his
entire team but he needs
wins. Speaking of talent,
Andy Dalton throws to the
very talented A.J. Green who

Jordan Harris, Football
Earning this week’s Top Dog spot is sophomore wideout Jordan Harris after his monster
performance in Saturday’s win against SUNY
Albany. On the day Harris had 10 receptions
for 224 yards and a pair of touchdowns which
swung the momentum of the game entirely in
the Bulldog’s favor. The highlight of the game
without question was Harris’ 66 yard touchdown reception which simultaneously took

the top oﬀ of the Albany defense and the wind
out of their sails. While earning Top Dog this
week, Jordan also earned titles as NEC Player
of the Week as well as the FCS National CoPlayer of the week. We wish Jordan the best of
luck tomorrow at home against St. Francis.
Send all Top Dog Nominations to
archway@bryant.edu

is a clear honorable mention
in this category.
The Biggest Loser: Indianapolis Colts
This one was obvious. The
Miami Dolphins would have
received this award, but they
blew out the Chiefs this past
week. Without Peyton Manning, the Colts aren’t even a
legitimate team. They have no
QB and no defense. Peyton
Manning might as well be the
active coaching staﬀ for that
matter. The Colts have been
outscored by 155 points this
year. If you exclude the Saints
game, they have still been
outscored by 100 points. They
are losing a season but may
very well win the Andrew
Luck sweepstakes.
Best Game: Giants vs. Patriots in Week 9
As a Patriots fan, it breaks
my spirit to mention this
game, but, as a general football fan, I believe it was the
best game so far this year.
This game truly personiﬁed
the joy of victory and the
agony of defeat. Special
Teams was the big game
changer in this game from a
shanked ﬁeld goal by
Gostkowski to the butter ﬁngers of Aaron Ross and Julian
Edelman. The game shifted
from a defensive to an oﬀensive showdown. Brady’s mistakes were costly yet he
displayed his clutch factor in
the end but it was Eli Manning’s clutch gene that won
the game along with a stupid
penalty. My blood pressure
was simply boiling throughout this game.
Mid-Season MVP: Aaron
Rogers
I had to bring his name up
one more time and his spot
here is self-explanatory.
After analyzing the season
thus far, the likely Super Bowl
game, in my opinion, will be
between the Ravens and the
Packers. The Ravens will go
as far as Joe Flacco takes
them, because their defense itself can only take them so far.
If Flacco can build consistency
and perform under pressure
like he’s shown before, the
Ravens will undoubtedly
make the Super Bowl. But I
don’t think he will win the
big one, and so I pick the
Packers to repeat.
It’s halfway through the
season, and who knows what
could happen to the playoﬀ
picture. The second half of the
season is underway and football fans have been on the
edge of their seats with the
great games that have been
played so far. This season can
only become more intense
and exciting.
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Bulldogs make a splash
back into the pool
Courtesy of
Bryant Athletics
In search of much needed
victories, the Bryant University men's swimming team
and the women's swimming
and diving teams returned to
the Chace Athletic Center
Pool to host Providence College on Wednesday, Nov. 9.
Wednesday's meet against
the Friars was the ﬁrst home
meet in nearly a month for the
women's team. The Bulldogs
(1-4) opened the season with a
victory over Boston College
on Oct. 14 but have dropped
their last four meets. Most recently, the Black and Gold
dropped a pair of decisions
over the weekend in a trimeet with the University of
New Hampshire and Central
Connecticut State University.
Junior Casey Ostrander
earned the only ﬁrst-place ﬁnish in the meet, winning the

100 back with a season-best
time of 58.44. She also ﬁnished second in the 50 free
and fourth in the 200 back. A
host of other Bulldogs also
put together solid swims
against the Wildcats and Blue
Devils. Nearly every swimmer that competed recorded
season-best marks. Sophomore Taylor DeBever earned a
pair of third-place ﬁnishes in
the 100 and 200 free, setting a
season-best in the 200. Senior
Abby Whittaker also swam
her fastest 200 ﬂy of the year,
ﬁnishing fourth with a time of
2:16.43.
On the men's side, the
Bulldogs (2-2) will look to
shake oﬀ the rust after having
over two weeks oﬀ. The last
time the men competed was
on Oct. 23 when they hosted
the University of Maine in a
dual meet. The Black Bears
out-touched the Bulldogs at
the wall in the ﬁnal relay of

The women’s swim team continues to impress. (Bryant Athletics)

the meet by three hundredths
of a second and won the meet,
135-127.
Bryant received several
outstanding performances
against Maine, including senior Alex Kosenski's three
ﬁrst-place ﬁnishes. Swimming
in his ﬁrst meet of the season,
Kosenski won the 50, 100, and
200 free. Freshman Graham
Beck won the 1000 free and
the 100 breast, sophomore
Cameron Hessler won the 100
back, freshman John Lawson
won the 200 ﬂy and senior
Timothy McGrath won the
200 IM.
Last season, the men
dropped a one-point decision
to the Friars, 110.5-109.5, in
Providence. Bryant's 200m
free relay team of Kosenski,
Karadimas, Logan Hammerstein and Derek Hawkes
touched the wall nearly three
seconds faster than the next
closest team.
The women fared much
better against Providence last
season, defeating the Friars,
133-86. Ostrander earned the
Bulldogs' only ﬁrst-place ﬁnish as she won the 100m free,
but DeBever earned thirdplace ﬁnishes in the 100m and
200m free.
Wednesday's matchup
with the Friars was also the
ﬁnal home meet of the ﬁrst semester for the Bulldogs. Both
the men and the women will
head to Loudonville, N.Y., on
Saturday November 12th to
compete against Siena University and Niagara University. The Black and Gold do
not return home until Jan. 20,
2012, when they host the University of Massachusetts.

The Archway congratulates
former Head Baseball Coach
Jon Sjogren on his induction to
the NE-10 Hall of Fame!
Archway readers can now find a
trivia question somewhere in the
sports section! The Archway fan
who calls in the correct answer to
the ‘Archway on Air’ radio show,
Thursdays at 6 pm, on WMJF 88.7,
will win a gift card!

TRIVIA QUESTION:
Who was the winner of
Super Bowl I?

Bryant @ Home
Saturday, November 11
Football vs. St. Francis
1 PM
Hall of Fame Game

Go Bulldogs!!
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Simon Says: enough already with

sexually harassing behavior-it’s illegal!

By Toby Simon
Faculty Contributor
A recent study conducted
by the American Association
of University Women, a nonproﬁt research organization,
found that nearly half of 7th
to 12th graders experienced
sexual harassment in the last
school year. Negative eﬀects
such as absenteeism, poor
sleep, and stomach aches
have been reported by 87 percent of those who have been
harassed.
Sexual harassment is deﬁned as “unwelcome sexual
behavior that takes place in
person or electronically.” In
this study, girls reported
being harassed more than
boys — 56 percent compared
with 40 percent. However, in
that wonderful place called
middle school, it was evenly
divided between boys and
girls. The study also found
that boys were more likely to
be the harassers and that kids
from lower-income families
reported more severe eﬀects.
The study asked students
to think about the 2010-11
school year. The researchers
were interested in capturing
the prevalence of sexual harassment, the impact it has on
the harassed, and the reasons
the harassers engage in the
behavior. It also asked questions about ways to prevent
sexual harassment.
“Bullying is getting a lot of

attention,” said Holly Kearl,
an author of the research report. “We don’t want schools
to forget about sexual harassment and not talk about it.”
Ms. Kearl said there is good
evidence that the schools who
talk about sexual harassment
and how to respond to it have
been successful in reducing it.
All schools, including universities, need to know what
Title IX is- the federal law that
prohibits discrimination
based on gender in schools.
Title IX also mandates that
schools have a coordinator
and should be publishing
their procedures and policies
on sexual harassment.
Over the past few weeks,
there have been four women

“it will be his word against
yours.” And in many instances, the harassers are people in positions of authority
or supervision so the victim
often feels powerless to take
action.
Thirty years ago, I worked
in one of the Brown University medical residency programs. At the time, I thought
I was well versed in what constituted sexual harassment.
One of the attending physicians in the program had a
habit of staring at my chest,
on a regular basis. He often
made comments about how I
looked in a particular sweater.
Well, it wasn’t how I looked
in an outﬁt but how my chest
looked. He even told me that I

‘There is good evidence that the schools
who talk about sexual harassment and how
to respond to it have been successful in
reducing it.’
who have made accusations
of sexual harassment against
Herman Cain. This week a
woman has come forward to
publicly address her accusations. Two of the others
signed conﬁdentiality waivers
at their employment which
prohibits them from discussing any of the details of
their cases.
The recurrent theme of
questions for all these women
is not why him, but why now.
Let me try to respond. The
person who is sexually harassed feels very uncomfortable about the incident and
often is embarrassed to even
talk about it to anyone. If she
does tell someone close to her,
the advice she often hears is

deliberately wore the clothes I
did to get attention from men.
I knew the diﬀerence between
someone paying me a compliment (which feels good to
hear) and someone making an
inappropriate comment
(which feels awful).
His weekly remarks made
me very uncomfortable, yet I
didn’t have the guts to go to
the physician in charge of the
program to make a complaint.
After all, the person being inappropriate was a doctor and
I was the health educator—he
had more power. I also remember feeling embarrassed
to have to talk about this with
another male so I said nothing. Basically, I avoided any
interaction with the oﬀending

Sharon Bialek speaking at a news conference on Monday
November 7, 2011. (MCT Campus)
physician and left that job
"It's not about me. I'm not
soon after.
running for president," Bialek
The latest woman to come
said. Mr. Cain has veheforward in the Herman Cain
mently denied all of the sexdebacle, Sharon Bialek, was
ual harassment accusations so
asked repeatedly about her
we may never know what
motives in coming forward
happened.
against the restaurant execuBut we do know this. Paytive and presidential hopeful
ing a compliment to a coyears after the incident of sex- worker, co-student is ﬁne. It
ual harassment that she aldoesn’t have to stop. It is
leges.
NOT sexual harassment. The
She too said she was "emperson to whom the complibarrassed" by the incident
ment is given feels good, ﬂatand wanted to move on. Her
tered, appreciated. The
boyfriend at the time discour- diﬀerence is that an unwelaged her from taking action.
comed comment of a sexual
She no longer worked for the
nature makes the recipient
National Restaurant Associafeel uncomfortable—that pit
tion so she couldn’t ﬁle a
in the stomach kind of feeling
complaint with her place of
and worse. And sexual hawork. She is not ﬁnancially
rassment that involves touchmotivated to come forward
ing and more is also sexual
now and isn’t paying her atassault.
torney Gloria Allred, the naMostly what we do know
tionally known women’s
is that sexual harassment is a
rights advocate. Bialek has
pervasive, devastating, and
not waivered on her assertion
insidious behavior which
that Cain made an inapproseems to start at a very young
priate sexual advance toward
age and continues to aﬀect
her, years ago, while the two
many well into adulthood.
were in a car and at a time
What we also know is that it
when she was out of work
is illegal behavior. And it
and seeking his help.
needs to stop.

Kim Kardashian divorces after 72 days of marriage
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
I’d like to pretend I’m
surprised, but I am really not.
After just 72 days of marriage,
Kim Kardashin (wait, why is
she famous?) and Kris
Humphries have called it
quits. Citing “irreconcilable
diﬀerences” (hmm, that’s
original for a celebrity divorce), the couple apparently
didn’t value the marriage as
much as their wedding
receipts would suggest.
The August 20 nuptials
carried a price tag north of
$20 million -- yes, you read
that right. It is also reported
that the couple earned nearly
$18 million from the marriage, or roughly $250,000 per
day of marriage. From the
photos to the television
special, this turned out to be
quite the pay day for
Kardashian... Makes you
wonder who is next in line to
propose to her.

Kim and Kris are no more... On a scale of 1 to completely shocked, this doesn’t rank. (MCT Campus)
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My experience with Occupy Boston
By Nick Mancuso
Staﬀ Writer
Let me preface my article
this week with a critical piece
of information: I am, and always have been a self professed liberal. I am a
registered member of the
Democratic Party, I donate
and ﬁght for a variety of liberal causes, I voted for President Obama in the last
election, and I intend to do so
again. I ﬁrmly believe that
government is often the answer to societal problems. I
have attended both marriage
equality and pro-choice rallies.
Having said all of that, I
also know that I am fascinated by the history of social
movements in this country.
The historical impact the civil
rights movement had on the
United States was a critical
piece in our puzzle as a nation. The rallies and ﬁghts for
Rights-To-Choice shaped the
dialogue leading to and the
results of Roe v. Wade.
Needless to say, when I
began reading the information about the “Occupy”
Movement,” I decided to go
pay a visit and see what it
was all about so that I could
accurately place this movement and its impact in the
body of American protests
and social movements. I
chose Boston as a large example so I could explore the various facets of it.
On ﬁrst arriving at the

camp, I am greeted by my
contact, a facilitator in their
General Assembly, a sort of
open forum, and my contact
(who wishes to remain nameless) often serves as a moderator for these forums. My
contact shows me around the
camp, as I saw a variety of
diﬀerent things at work.
The camp of Occupy
Boston is on a narrow spit of
grass known as “the greenway” in Dewey Square, directly in front of the Federal
Reserve Building. In it are a
variety of folks of every race,
gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. Contrary to
popular belief, the movement
consists of people from all
across the economic spectrum; my contact introduced
me to two tenured Harvard
Law School Professors, as
well as three homeless veterans from Afghanistan.
The camp is tightly
packed, as the island it’s located on doesn’t have a great
deal of space. They’re there on
a permit from the city of
Boston which allows them to
occupy as long as they reseed
the grass after they’re done.
My contact assures me that
funds have already been set
aside for that eﬀort.
The movement frequently
encounters the Boston Police
and has had scuﬄes and arrests in the past. When I ask
why the movement can’t simply follow the rules to protest
as outlined in Boston City ordinances and in Federal Gov-

ernment regulations, my contact responds, “We’re occupiers; we are not here to
follow the rules.”
I ask my contact what the
main point of the movement
is, and he thinks carefully before answering. “There isn’t
one main point,” he says,
“The main goal, I guess, is
that we are showing that we
are the majority of Americans,
and we have issues we want
addressed.”
“Are you actually the
99%?” I ask. “That’s a heuristic statistic, actually, symbolic.
We all have issues we want
addressed, and the occupation won’t end until all of our
issues are solved,” he replies.
Regardless of whether or
not the number 99% is heuristic or not, it sure seemed like
a wide variety of Americans
were in attendance. There
were women in Burberry
scarves shouting at the information sessions, beside homeless men sharing their points
of perspective.
If the protest will end
when all of their needs are
met, this may be a long haul,
as the individual groups in
the camp have diﬀerent and
often countering issues, issues
that cannot be resolved simultaneously. For example, one
group wants to reform the
Federal Reserve system, and
another wants to abolish and
dissolve it.
The shouting brings me to
my next point. I watched a
few minutes of a “Safety

Group Meeting” in which
they were discussing some
issue regarding safety at the
camp. Two occupiers were debating the issue, and it devolved into a shouting match
as one person swore repeatedly in their defense of their
points, the other party
mocked his opponent’s lack
of decorum in discussion, and
this only served to anger the
person more. It seemed bullish and condescending to
watch two people, both attending and supporting the
same movement, scream at
each other over some small
safety group minutiae.
It was quite disconcerting
to see in a movement which
prides itself on its organization and its ability to stay organized and eﬀective.
Nobody made an eﬀort to
calm the two parties down or
restore order, instead the facilitator on the megaphone
challenged the irate parties to
“yell a little louder” and
tauntingly accused them of
“being [outsiders], not [people] who [live] at the camp.”
Harsh words for people in the
same movement for the same
reasons.
At its very worst, this
movement seemed chaotic despite its organization, with
too many groups and no consensuses, divisions between
“camp insiders” and “camp
outsiders,” perhaps a reﬂection of the polarization in
America today.
At its best, it’s a serious

open forum for people to
voice their concerns within
our society and our government of today. I also watched
as their food tent provided
meals to scores of homeless
folks and occupiers who came
to the camps for free food. It
seems strange how such a divided movement can get over
its own issues and come together when people need
help, like feeding many
homeless people on the
streets of Boston.
Despite its new rules and
order, this movement is just
that-- new. Much like an adolescent has mood swings, is
divisive, frustrated, and confused, so is this movement,
presently in its infancy. But
truly, we can see through the
movement and the strains of
discussion that are forming
around this public forum, despite its setbacks and shortcomings, there is something
inherently American here at
its core.
This is something about
ﬁghting for what we need to
make this country better,
however, much like the aforementioned adolescent, this
movement needs to mature,
before it can reach its full potential and truly ascertain
what impact the Occupy
movement will have on
America.

Caption contest!

Courtesy of Dylan Smith

Send your best caption for this photo to
The Archway for the chance to win a prize!
The winner will be announced in the
November 18th issue.
Email archway@bryant.edu
Tweet @thearchway, #captioncontest
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‘Yes I can’: kicking the habit helps pave the
way towards a cancer free world
By David MacKay
Contributing Writer
Did you know that tobacco
use is the single largest preventable cause of disease and
premature death in the US?
Are you aware that each year
smoking accounts for 443,000
premature deaths and 49,400
non-smokers die as a result of
exposure to secondhand
smoke?
It turns out that more than
70 percent of adult smokers
say they want to quit, but
without help, fewer than 5
percent succeed. Nearly
everyone in your community
has likely been touched by
cancer in some way whether
personally or through the experience of a family member,
friend, or coworker. But
everyone in your community
also has the power to help
prevent cancer.
According to the American
Cancer Society nearly half of
all cancer deaths could be prevented if people did what we
know works: eat right, exercise, avoid tobacco, and get
regular check-ups.
For those of you who are

unaware, the month of November plays host to the
Great American Smoke Out
(GASO). This November, The
American Cancer Society is
marking its 36th Great Ameri-

‘Nearly half of all cancer deaths could be prevented if people did
what we know works:
eat right, exercise,
avoid tobacco, and get
regular check-ups.’
can Smoke out on November
17th.
On this day the American
Cancer Society along with
Bryant’s Colleges Against
Cancer will be encouraging
smokers to use the date to
make a plan to quit, or to plan
in advance and quit smoking
on that day. Ultimately the
goal of doing so will be to
help smokers take that important step towards a healthier
life and reduced cancer risk.
At any point you can make
a change so why not use
GASO as your starting point.

Tobacco use remains the single largest preventable cause
of disease and premature
death in the US, yet more
than 46 million Americans
still smoke. However, according to the American
Cancer Society, more than
half of these smokers have
attempted to quit for at least
one day in the past year.
The reality is that quitting
smoking is hard, but you can
increase your chances of success with help. The American Cancer Society website is
a great resource that you can
use to learn about the steps
you can take to quit smoking. If you are not a smoker
you can also learn about the
resources and support that
can increase your chances of
helping a loved one or friend
quit successfully.
Look for Colleges Against
Cancer in the Roto all next
week. Stop by the table to
see what kind of activities
and information you can do
or learn about. Check next
week’s edition to see pictures and to get a recap of
GASO.
Breaking the habit isn’t as easy as it looks. (MCT Campus)

Classified Ads
Buying
I am buying new heels!
Size 9.5 in women’s or if
you are into this—size
8.0 in mens. Moma has
been walking too much
and I new some new
clickas’. Email kmcdono2@bryant.edu
Buying used Halloween
Costumes. I need to start
getting ready for next
year. I will pay $5.00 per
costume and will pay
double if you Halloween
costume was Holiday
Themed, will pay triple
if you won a contest
while wearing it.
Any books used in LCS
151 or Microeconomics,
I need to take the class
next semester and will
pay $80 for the books. I
need to do grade replacement, I am a senior.
Email
anader@bryant.edu
Hot water!
Need hot water to
shower. Feel like I
haven’t showered in
days.
Sincerely,
a dirty L-block resident

Selling
A big giant PoGo stick. I
have been Po-Going all
my life and my time is
no longer enjoyable. I do
not want to enjoy the
stick anymore. If you
want to bounce with my
toys, get at me.
Email selder@bryant.edu
I am selling my roommate’s bed set. Recently
we got into a large dispute and I would like
her to know that she is
longer welcome in my
room. She makes her bed
with a quilted comforter
from her grandmother. I
will give it to you for a
whopping $1.00. Email
kmcdono2@bryant.edu

Messages
Dear Kelly McDonough,
Please continue leaving your Facebook up in
the Archway oﬃce, it
tempts me to write dirty
things.....
Love,
Kelsey Nowak

Dear F^3 Consulting,
Congratulations on
#winning the Target
Case competition. Your
work paid oﬀ and you
are top bulldog.
Patrick,
My dear boy, we didn’t
think you would make it
this far. We are so proud
of you. We hope you will
survive long enough to
read this section again
next Friday. Make the
Tartaro family proud
with your actions on this
ﬁne day.
-Big Steve
Happy 21st Birthday to
Patrick Tartaro. Your
stars have aligned and
we will be burning a sacriﬁcial lamb in your
honor.
-Zeus, Archimedes,
Meredith, and Jackie
Dear Pat Tat,
The men in green stand
behind you one hundred
percent as we take the
ﬁeld Sunday. We go into
battle prepared to get the
victory in honor of your
coming of age. Happy
Birthday my dear boy
and Godspeed.
-General Rex Ryan

Proﬁt and Loss
A reason to sleep in
Thank you Daylight Savings Time! We were all
able to catch up on much needed sleep last
weekend. Too bad it gets dark at 5 o’clock.
The Clock is back!
We ﬁnally know what time it is! The clock outside Salmo is back! Now you’ll know exactly
how many minutes your Salmo date is late.
Course Registration Mayhem
No one is getting the classes they need and
want, so who is getting the classes we all
want???

Bryant Said What!?
Compiled by Bryant Students

“If you're wearing a suit and your bottom button is
being put to use I oﬃcially have no respect for you.”
Student 1: “There was just a new cat that I’ve never
seen before outside our house trying to eat trash. It
was white and black.”
Student2: “A skunk?”
Text from mom: “Suzi [the dog] jumped on the
couch and went behind Dad, jumped on top of him
and started humping him.”
Student 1: “AAA can’t ﬁnd the Hall 2 parking lot
where my car is... they aren’t very smart.”
Student 2: “Did you give them directions?”
Student 1: “No, why?”
“Is that like breakfast with beneﬁts?”
“I wish that Breaking Dawn (Twilight) was rated R,
damn these stupid thirteen year olds that need to
watch it too!”
E-mail funny quotes to aevangel@bryant.edu

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the
identified columnists and writers, which are not necessarily those of
the newspaper or Bryant University.
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Five survival tips for
Thanksgiving with the family
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
Oh, Thanksgiving – a time
of food, fun, and family…
crazy, eccentric, lovable, hectic family. Obviously, Thanksgiving break is a great to time
to get away from the pressures of college life. However,
the holiday usually comes
with its own set of stresses,
most of them having to do
with your crazy secondcousins, wacky great-uncles,
and ridiculous aunts whom
you see over the week.
Here I’ve got five tips to
help you to survive Thanksgiving break and make it back
to Bryant in one piece.
1) Football!
A long-standing tradition
in America (granted, not as
old as the Pilgrims), Thanksgiving football is one of my
favorite parts of the day.
Whether you want to see
some Packers/Lions action,
root for the Cowboys to crush
the Dolphins, or see the 49ers
take on the Ravens, there is
some serious sporting going
on that can occupy the living
room for hours on end. Take a
break from hectic holiday festivities and be a couch potato
for the afternoon.
2) Black Friday will save
your life!
Never taken advantage of
this tradition? Well, it can actually save your life! Start the
day-after-Thanksgiving shop-

Thanksgiving means one thing...surviving the week with your eccentric family. (MCT Campus)
ping bright and early (we are
talking 3 or 4 am), and you
have an excuse to head home
early the night before.
Before you are up late
enough to see Uncle Bob have
one drink too many or hear
Great-Aunt Marge’s hip-replacement story for the thousandth time, just call it a night
– and blame it on the fact that
you want to be up early
enough to get all your favorite relatives the best
Christmas gifts before all the
other shoppers do!
3) Contribute to conversation!
Obviously, you’ve got a lot

of catching up to do with the
relatives. So why let them do
all the talking? Before you get
asked all the embarrassing
questions about why you
don’t have the same significant other you were dating in
high school or when you’ll actually get a “real job,” steer
the conversation the way you
want it to go.
Talking points can include,
but are not limited to: travel
experiences, winter break
plans, recent movies, the
weather, and the Kardashians.
4) Eat your heart out!
Two words: Food. Coma.

5) Patience is a virtue!
It may sound difficult, but
amidst the chaos of Thanksgiving with the family, it really is important to take a
deep breath and stay calm.
While others around you may
freak out about having
enough food or space, just remember what the holiday is
about: giving thanks.
If you want to survive
what is arguably one of the
most hectic times of the year,
remember to remain patient,
even when things get annoying or difficult. Besides, it will
help to calm the others
around you as well.
In my family, Thanksgiv-

ing is different every year.
However, the one constant is
how we always remember to
give thanks for each other and
not take a single family member for granted. Wild and
zany as extended (and immediate) family can be, just remember that these are the
people who will always be
there for you when you need
them.
The funny, stressful, embarrassing, and warm moments over the holiday season
will become memories. Try to
do more than just survive the
holiday season – savor every
moment.

What will your ‘cup of cocoa’ be this winter?
By Kassandra Pasovschi
Contributing Writer
It’s when you can see your
breath when you walk outside in the morning that you
know winter has arrived. “I
wish I lived in California,”
people may say. I can say that
I have seen quite a few people
still in shorts and t-shirts in
this freezing weather who
might be pretending that’s
where they are.
Despite the harsh cold of
winter, there are endless ways
to have fun in the snow! No

matter how old you get, you
never outgrow playing in the
snow. Nothing beats coming
in from the cold and having a
cup of hot cocoa.
There are all sorts of activities to do right outside without going anywhere! You can
throw snowballs, go tubing,
or do as the students at
Bryant do and sled down the
hill behind the Unistructure
on a Salmo tray!
Obviously, the snow has
already come a little early this
year. Here are some tips for
making the most of the moun-

tains of the white stuﬀ we’re
gonna get this year!
1) Buy new boots
Because, honestly, who
can’t use a little shopping
therapy?!
2) Make snow angels
Be a kid again and get
into the holiday season the
sweetest way possible!
3) Go “tray”-ing
Use Salmo trays to have a
fun time sledding down the
hills behind the Unistructure!
4) Build a snowman
Frosty may not come to
life, but he will watch over the
residence halls and be the ﬁrst
friendly face you see on your
way to class!
5) Hot chocolate!
Don’t skimp -- make sure
you get the good kind: Swiss
Miss Marshmallow Lovers!

Take advantage of the fall weather -- it won’t be around
much longer! (Kassandra Pasovschi)

Everyone has diﬀerent
things they enjoy doing in the
winter. Some enjoy skiing or
snowboarding and others
may go skating or
snowmobiling. There is a ski
and snowboard club right
here on campus, so if you

Bryant’s leaves are falling, and winter is coming. (Kassandra

Pasovschi)

know how to ski or board and
like to travel this is the perfect
ﬁt for you.
Fifteen minutes away from
campus there is an outdoor
skating rink right in
Providence at Kennedy Plaza!
It is just a bus ride away for
those who don’t have cars on
campus. The rink opens on

November 18th and is $6.oo
per person.
Everybody is diﬀerent but
there are so many activities to
do at school, right here in
Rhode Island and back at
home! So please, put on a hat
at least and get outside and
enjoy the snow this winter!
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Five upcoming ﬁlms we can’t
wait to see this holiday season
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
One of the best parts of
the holiday season is the
onslaught of new movies
released into theaters.
Consistently, audiences are
treated to quality ﬁlms
released during “Oscar
season” – ﬁlms hoping to
score box oﬃce dollars from
throngs of people over the
month of December and
through the New Year. Below,
we’ve listed ﬁve ﬁlms that we
cannot wait to see over the
holiday season.
1) The Muppets
The Muppets are back!!
And this time, they’ve got
Jason Segel (Forgetting Sarah
Marshall) and Amy Adams
(Enchanted) along for the ride.
The beloved Jim Henson
creations have been gone for a
while, and their return
couldn’t be more anticipated.
Look for this ﬁlm to do
business over the whole holiday season as Kermit, Miss
Piggy, Fozzie, Rizzo, Scooter,
Gonzo, and the rest of the
gang enchant audiences
young and old. The Muppets
return to theaters on November 23rd.
2) Carnage
Based on the hilarious hit
play “God of Carnage,” this
ﬁlm tells the story of two
married couples who get
together one evening to

discuss how to handle a ﬁght
their young sons had on a
playground. What starts oﬀ as
polite civility eventually
devolves into a night of petty,
animalistic chaos, as the
parents turn out to be much
more ridiculous and childish
than their sons.
With the Oscar-caliber talents of Jodie Foster, John C.
Reilly, Christoph Waltz, and
Kate Winslet, this ﬁlm is sure
to feature powerhouse
performances from four
dramatic actors stretching
their comedic talents. Get
excited. Carnage comes to
theaters on December 16th.
3) Mission Impossible:
Ghost Protocol
IMF agent Ethan Hunt
(Tom Cruise) makes his return to the big screen (ﬁnally!)
on December 21st in the new
Mission Impossible ﬁlm. This
time, Ethan and his team
(including Jeremy Renner,
Simon Pegg and Paula Patton)
are going rogue to clear their
name after a mission gone
wrong.
For explosive action,
adrenaline-pumping chases,
and a just-plain-fun time, the
Mission Impossible movies
consistently deliver. This new
installment should be no
diﬀerent. (Seriously, check
out the trailer online!)
4) Young Adult
From Diablo Cody, the
writer of Juno and Jason
Reitman, director of Up in the

Air and Thank You for Smoking,
comes a new original
“dramedy” that promises to
be funny and poignant.
Starring Charlize Theron and
Patrick Wilson, the ﬁlm
focuses on a washed up
young-adult-ﬁction writer
who moves back to her
hometown after a divorce,
hoping to rekindle a romance
with her ex-boyfriend. Of
course, reality rarely matches
expectation, and she realizes
just how much growing up
she has to do.
The talent behind this
movie all but guarantees that
it will be hilarious yet profound – be sure to put it on
your list to see this season!
Young Adult opens in limited
release on December 9th and
will expand to a wide release
a few weeks later.
5) The Girl With the Dragon
Tattoo
Undoubtedly one of the
most anticipated ﬁlms of
2011, audiences have been
increasingly anxious to see
how director David Fincher
(Se7en, The Social Network,
Fight Club) handles the
English-speaking adaptation
of the wildly popular source
material. Daniel Craig and
Rooney Mara attempt to track
down a brutal murderer but
end up uncovering a much
larger conspiracy in the part
ﬁlm-noir/part drama-thriller
opening on December 21st.
It promises to be a suspenseful, gritty, intense

Kermit the Frog and the rest of the Muppets return to the
big screen on November 23. (MCT Campus)
crowd-pleaser. It’s not being
marketed as “the feel-bad
movie of Christmas” for nothing – and we couldn’t be more
excited about it!
Obviously, there are
countless other ﬁlms being
released over the last few
weeks of this year. There is

something for everyone, from
kids who love whimsical
visuals and animation to
adults who love pulsepounding thrills and heartwrenching drama. Prepare
your list now for some of the
most anticipated movies of
the year – you’ve only got a
few more weeks to wait!

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn preview
By Coburn Childs
Variety Editor
Team Edward or Team
Jacob? Growing up in a house
full of women, I have heard
this question turn into the
start of many arguments
among my sisters. As such,
I’ve been looped into the
“Twilight craze” since it
started on Day 1. And along
with that, I will admit that
I’ve become interested in the
series, my curiosity piqued
just enough to check out the
recent ﬁlms. I’m here to
report the obvious: they are
kind of awful.

It began freshman year,
when I was invited to go with
sisters and friends to the
midnight showing of the ﬁrst
Twilight ﬁlm – I accepted.
Subsequently, I laughed at the
melodrama and unintentional
humor of the ﬁlm, wondering
just how the ﬁlmmakers
could actually make the
argument for building a story
around one depressing
teenage girl biting her lip and
making the same sad facial
expression for two hours. It
was fantastically bad!
Even better still: why did I
allow myself to be dragged to
the next two ﬁlms, too? New

Moon was almost as bad, but
not quite as fun. And Eclipse
was somehow a good-quality
production, but still

‘I laughed at the
melodrama and
unintentional
humor of the
ﬁlm.’
incoherent and stupid enough
to enjoy ironically!
Hence, as the ﬁlms con-

tinue, I feel like a bystander,
enjoying them in a completely
diﬀerent manner than everyone else, yet still participating
in the insane hype by buying
my tickets.
The Twilight Saga:
Breaking Dawn opens at
12:01 am on Friday,
November 18th. Ironically, I
will be there, waiting in line
at Cinemaworld to see the
ﬁlm, sisters and friends along
for the ride. I’d like to tell
myself I was dragged there,
but I’m ashamed to admit I
actually bought the tickets-maybe it’s just become a
tradition that I don’t want to

give up.
I don’t care for the movies
or the story, and I don’t care if
Bella ends up with the vampire or the werewolf (honestly, I give props to
whichever of them can put up
with her pouty attitude for
more than ﬁve minutes).
Maybe I just go along for the
ride and the excitement of
seeing so many rabid fans
screaming and giggling for a
craze that I just don’t understand. Regardless, look for my
oﬃcial review after I’ve seen
the new ﬁlm. Will you be
there opening weekend, too?

The stars of the Twilight Saga, Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart, and Taylor Lautner, at a handprint ceremony last week in Hollywood, CA.

(MCT Campus)
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Did you know?
The Archway has a
Reimbursement Policy!
Write us a review and we will
reimburse you
E-mail archway@bryant.edu
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You know you want to try it.
Now you can with no obligation and no commitment!
Call today : 3 classes and boxing gloves for only
$29.99. Experience an energizing mixed martial arts
class firsthand!

3 Commerce St., Greenville, RI 02828
401-949-3525

Also offering
am & pm
Yoga classes
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the myBryant online por
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new features, enhanced functionality,
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better message control
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Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7am-6pm
Sat. 8:30am-4:00pm

The myBryant online
The
portal has recently been
portal
upgraded with enhanced features

improvements including enhancements
to the calendaring and communities
features,
features a mobile app, and expanded

and functionality, and with a new look.

content just for members of the Bryant

myBryant is an important campus resource

community.

for the entire Bryant community and

If you have not already begun using

provides ease of use and a single sign-on

myBryant to access news and information,

to access campus announcements, news

you are missing impor tant information.

and your own personal accounts.

Access myBryant directly from the

The upgraded portal has significant new

www.bryant.edu home page. Simply scroll

features within myMessages (yes!, you

down on the left navigation column and

can now delete a message without opening

click on myBryant, then use your email

it) and the speed has been accelerated.

username and password to login.

During the next few months students,

If you have any questions or concerns with

faculty and staff can look forward to more

myBryant, please use the Feedback tab.
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